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FILMING GUIDE
THIS IS ME

®



• Maximum video length: 6 minutes
• Silent room, indoors, no white noise or chatter (fans, TVs, sirens, etc)
• Natural light; sunlight or neutral bulbs; light your face, not your back!
• Neutral backdrop, like a plain white wall, or a bookcase
• Recording device: smart phone (preferred), digital camera, tablet, webcam
• Stable surface; do NOT attempt to record while holding the device
• Optional: Compatible lapel microphone, plugged into the recording device

TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

RECORDING YOUR VIDEO
• If using a smartphone to record, rotate your phone into landscape mode 

before filming.  Secure the device to a stable surface at eye level.

Yes, like this!
No, not
like this!

• Look directly into the camera lens while recording.
• Capture the full video in a single shot.  Do not move, touch, or pause the 

recording device during the recording.
• Note: If you need to take a break, step out of the frame.
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STEP BY STEP FILMING GUIDE

1. Introduce yourself and describe your invisible disability
2. Use the cues to develop and direct your story
3. Close with This is Me sequence
4. See uploading instructions on page 5
5. Important! Make sure to restate the questions within your responses.

Part I:  Introduce Yourself

1. My name is ______________________, I live in __________________,  
I am ______years old, and I was diagnosed with __________________.

2. Describe what it feel like to get a diagnosis. For example, relief, fear, 
shame, solidarity, loneliness, etc. 

3. “When I was first diagnosed with ____________ I felt _____________.
4. Describe how the diagnosis changed you and your bodily or cognitive 

experiences.
5. Describe how the diagnosis affects your activities of daily living.

Example: “Do you feel invisible socially?”
Your Response: “Sometimes, I feel invisible, like when my ... ”

Quick Overview:



Part II: This is Me
     What it Means to Feel Invisibility

1. Would a person on the street, in a classroom, the work place, know or 
be able to see your symptoms or disability?

2. Have you ever felt the need to “come out” as having an invisible disability? 
Describe.

3. Have you ever felt the need to “pass” and appear “normal”? Describe.
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      Change and Building Personal Power

1. How would you feel if other people asked you about your invisible  
disability / illness?

2. What do you need most from the world?
3. What innovative ideas do you have to share that center disabled folks 

and take them off the margin of our society?

      The Social World

1. Normal is a fantasy. What does “normal” mean for you? Describe.
2. How does your invisible disability / illness affect your ability to work,  

go to school?
3. How does your race, gender, sex, religion, impact your invisible disability?

Part III:  Closing Your Story
      Repeat this line three times slowly. Pause in between for 3 seconds.

1. My name is _____________, I have __________________ ,                 
and This is Me!”



AGENCY GLOSSARY
1. Ableism  -  Discrimination or bigotry against people considered disabled by 

mainstream society
2. Agency  -  The awareness that one has power over one’s own actions in 

the world, independent of the external world
3. Bodily Diverse  -  The understanding that there are variant forms of         

acceptable bodies - and social conventions should allow for more than one 
normative shape, appearance, or configuration internally or externally

4. Identity  -  The idiosyncratic way a person aligns with a particular group or 
presents as an individual to society

5. Intersectionality  -  Accounts for multiple grounds of identity when consid-
ering how the social world is constructed; the interaction and overlapping 
of multiple forms of identity, such as race, class, gender, sexual orientation, 
nationality, age, religion, and disability.

6. Neurodiverse  -  Respecting multifarious neurological realities; neurological 
differences are instead variations; diverse accepts more than one acceptable 
type and is neutral; see bodily diverse

7. Pass  -  To be identified, recognized or accepted as something one is not  
8. Stigma  -  A negative mark or distinction applied to someone who    others 

deem as different or unacceptable

These words from the IDP Agency Glosssary may help you think about your story.
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UPLOAD YOUR VIDEO

1.  Accept your email invitation to join the Basecamp Folder
2. After you accept the email invitation, you can login to the Basecamp 

Folder by going to  https://basecamp.com
3. In the Basecamp Folder, click “File” from the menu at the top of the page
4. Click the “Select Files” or “Upload Files” button
5. Select the file from your computer or phone and click “Open”
6. Click the “Add This File” or “Upload” button
7. Now, your upload is complete!
8. Email us if you have any problems uploading your video

Follow these instructions to upload your video to Basecamp, the media     
storage platform that we use.
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https://basecamp.com

